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Association rule hiding has been playing a vital role in sensitive knowledge preservationwhen sharing data between enterprises.The
aim of association rule hiding is to remove sensitive association rules from the released database such that side effects are reduced
as low as possible. This research proposes an efficient algorithm for hiding a specified set of sensitive association rules based on
intersection lattice of frequent itemsets. In this research, we begin by analyzing the theory of the intersection lattice of frequent
itemsets and the applicability of this theory into association rule hiding problem. We then formulate two heuristics in order to (a)
specify the victim items based on the characteristics of the intersection lattice of frequent itemsets and (b) identify transactions
for data sanitization based on the weight of transactions. Next, we propose a new algorithm for hiding a specific set of sensitive
association rules with minimum side effects and low complexity. Finally, experiments were carried out to clarify the efficiency of
the proposed approach. Our results showed that the proposed algorithm, AARHIL, achieved minimum side effects and CPU-Time
when compared to current similar state of the art approaches in the context of hiding a specified set of sensitive association rules.

1. Introduction

Data mining has been recently applied in many areas of
science and business, such as traffic accident detection
[1], engineering asset health and reliability prediction [2],
assessment of landslide susceptibility [3], enterprises [4], and
supply chain management [5]. The discovery of association
rules is one of the major techniques of data mining that
extracts correlative patterns from large databases. Such rules
create assets that organizations can use to expand their
businesses, improve profitability, decrease supply chain costs,
increase the efficiencies of collaborative product develop-
ments, and support more effectivemarketing [4, 5].The com-
petitive environment of global economy forces companies,
who engage in the same business, to form an alliance for
mutual benefits. In the collaboration, companies have to share
information in order to shorten processing time dramatically,
eliminate value-depleting activities, and improve quality,
accuracy, and asset productivity [6]. However, due to legal
constraints and/or competition among companies, they do
not want to reveal their sensitive knowledge to other parties.
Association rule hiding is an efficient solution that removes
the sensitive association rules from the released database.

Thus, the sensitive knowledge can be protected when sharing
data between parties.

Many studies in the literature have focused on hiding
sensitive association rules by reducing their support or
confidence below given thresholds. Association rule hiding
algorithms can be divided into three main approach classes
[7], namely, border based [8, 9], exact [10, 11], and heuristic
[12–22]. The border based and exact approaches aim to pro-
tect the revised positive border of frequent itemsets in order
to minimize side effects. Although these approaches achieve
good results for itemsets hiding, they are not conformable
for minimizing the side effects when hiding a specific set of
sensitive association rules. The heuristic approach does not
guarantee a global optimal solution, but it usually finds a
solution close to the best one in a faster response time. In 2012,
Hai and Somjit [23] introduced a new direction for hiding a
specific set of sensitive association rules named intersection
lattice based. This approach concentrated on formulating
heuristics for specifying victim items and transactions for
data sanitization based on intersection lattice theories.

This study proposes an improvement of the new direction
of association rule hiding named intersection lattice-based
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approach [23–25].We first introduce in detail theory of inter-
section lattice of frequent itemsets and prove that it is applica-
ble to the association rule hiding problem. Subsequently, we
formulate two heuristics for hiding sensitive association rules
with the lowest side effects. The first heuristic determines
the victim item that needs to be modified and focuses on
maintaining itemsets in the generating set in order to restrict
lost rules. The second heuristic assigns a weight to each
transaction relying on its degree of safety, the number of
sensitive rules, and the number of nonsensitive association
rules contained in that transaction. This study provides
evidence that removing the victim item from the transactions
which have the highest weight minimally produces effects on
the nonsensitive association rules and the intersection lattice
of frequent itemsets. An experiment is performed on a real
dataset to show the performance of the proposed algorithm
in real application terms, as well as comparisons with the
previous studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief review of previous works. The problem
formulation is provided in Section 3. Section 4 introduces
the basic concepts of lattice theory that are applied in
this research. The proposed methodology is presented in
Section 5. In Section 6, we present the experimental results
in order to show the performance of the proposed approach
compared with the state of the art approaches. The main
contents presented in this study are concluded in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Recently, association rule hiding is classified into four classes,
including heuristic, border based, exact based and intersec-
tion lattice based. The heuristic approach provides efficient
and fast algorithms that select the appropriate transactions
and items for hiding sensitive association rules using distor-
tion or blocking technique.The distortion technique adds (or
removes) selected items of sensitive association rules to (or
from) specified transactions or add dummy transactions [21]
to decrease support [8–14] or confidence [12, 13, 15–19] of
the rules under the given thresholds in order to hide single
or multiple rules [20]. Unlike the distortion, the blocking
technique hides a rule by replacing the existing value of some
items with an unknown value so as to reduce the support or
confidence of the rule [12, 20, 22].

The border-based approach for association rule hiding
was first introduced by Sun and Yu [8]. This approach
specifies the revised positive and negative borders of all
frequent itemsets. It then focuses on the weight of the positive
border [8] or the maxmin set [9] to reduce support of
the revised negative border while protecting support of the
expected positive border so as to maintain the nonsensitive
itemsets.

The exact approach transforms the association rule hiding
into optimal problem based on the Constraints Satisfactions
Problem (CSP).Menon et al. [10] formulated the CSP to spec-
ify aminimumnumber of transactions needed to bemodified
in order to hide sensitive association rules. Gkoulalas-Divanis
and Verykios [11] formulated the CSP based on the revised

positive and negative borders to identify candidate items
for the hiding process. In this approach, the authors used a
process of constraint reduction to formulate CSP in order
to make all constraints in CSP to be linear and all variables
in CSP to be binary. This allows the use of binary integer
programming instead of integer or linear programming for
CSP solutions.

The intersection lattice approach for hiding a specific set
of association rules was first introduced by Hai and Somjit
[23]. The proposed algorithms, ILARH [23] and HSCRIL
[24], aim to hide a specific set of sensitive rules in three steps.
The first step specifies a set of itemsets satisfying three con-
ditions that (i) contain right-hand side of the sensitive rule,
(ii) are maximal sub-itemset of a maximal itemset, and (iii)
have minimal support among those subitemsets specified in
(ii). An item in the right-hand side of the sensitive rule that is
related to the specified maximal support itemset is identified
as the victim item. In the second step, a set of transactions
supporting sensitive rule is specified. The third step removes
the victim items from specified transactions until confidence
of the rule is below minimum confidence threshold. In order
to reduce side effects, HCSRIL sorts the set of transactions
supporting the sensitive rules in ascending order of their
size before sanitizing them. Moreover, HCSRIL technically
updates the released database such that the sanitization
causes least impacts on the generating set. However, the lager
transactionmay contain fewer nonsensitive association rules.
Thus, sorting transactions based on their size is not enough
to restrict the lost rules.

Hai et al. [25] assigned a weight to each transaction in
order to measure the impacts of hiding process on the non-
sensitive association rules. Moreover, the authors formulated
the victim item specification based on themeasurement of the
distance from sensitive rules to the set of maximal itemsets
and the nearest nonsensitive association rule. Modifying the
victim item on the high-weight transaction can reduce side
effects. On the negative side, the constraints between frequent
itemsets are not identified in the distances. Thus, modifying
the victim item may avoid impacts on some nonsensitive
association rules, but it cannot protect the intersection lattice
of frequent itemset from being broken. So it may cause more
lost rules.

This research takes full advantages of algorithms pro-
posed in [23–25] and proposes an improvement for hiding a
specific set of sensitive association rules with the lowest side
effects and CPU-Time.

3. Problem Formulation

Let I = {𝑖
1
, 𝑖
2
, . . . , 𝑖

𝑚
} be a finite set of𝑚 literals. Eachmember

of I is called an item. 𝑋 is an itemset if 𝑋 ⊆ I . A transaction
𝑡 is defined by a set of items, namely, 𝑡 = {𝑖

𝑘
| 𝑖
𝑘

∈ I, 𝑘 ≤

𝑚}. Let D be a finite transaction database, namely, D =

{𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
, . . . , 𝑡

𝑛
| 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁}. An itemset 𝑋 ⊂ I is supported by a

transaction 𝑡 ∈ D if 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑡. The frequency of an itemset 𝑋 in
database is support of 𝑋, denoted by 𝛼(𝑋), and is defined as

𝛼 (𝑋) = |𝑋 (𝑡)| , where 𝑋 (𝑡) = {𝑡 ∈ D | 𝑡 contains 𝑋} .

(1)
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Table 1: Transaction database.

TID Itemset
T1 ABCD
T2 ABC
T3 ABD
T4 BD
T5 ABCD
T6 AC
T7 ABC

Table 2: Frequent itemsets.

Frequent itemset 𝛼

ABC 4
ABD 3
AB 5
AC 5
BC 4
AD 3
BD 4
A 6
B 6
C 5
D 4

An itemset 𝑋 is called a frequent itemset if 𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝜎,
where 𝜎 is the minimum support threshold given by users.

An association rule is the implication 𝑋 → 𝑌, where 𝑋,
𝑌 ⊂ I, and𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 = 0.

The support of a rule𝑋 → 𝑌 is defined to be the support
of itemset 𝑋 ∪ 𝑌, that is,

𝛼 (𝑋 → 𝑌) = 𝛼 (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌) . (2)

The confidence of a rule𝑋 → 𝑌 is defined as

𝛽 (𝑋 → 𝑌) =

𝛼 (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌)

𝛼 (𝑋)

. (3)

Example 1. Let a transaction database be given as in Table 1.
Let minimum thresholds be given as 𝜎 = 3 and 𝛿 = 70%.
Frequent itemsets mined from Table 1 are shown in Table 2,
and strong association rules generated from the frequent
itemsets are presented in Table 3.

Let 𝜎 and 𝛿 be the minimum support threshold and
the minimum confidence threshold given by users. The
association rule 𝑋 → 𝑌 is the strong association rule if
𝛼(𝑋 → 𝑌) ≥ 𝜎 and 𝛽(𝑋 → 𝑌) ≥ 𝛿.

Lemma 2 (Apriori property [26]). Assume that 𝑋,𝑌 ⊆ I. If
𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌, then 𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝛼(𝑌).

The Apriori property shows that if an itemset 𝑋 is
frequent, then all itemsets in the family of subsets of X are
frequent.

Table 3: Strong association rules.

Rules 𝛽

AB →C 80%
C →AB 80%
AC →B 80%
BC →A 100%
AD →B 100%
BD →A 75%
D →AB 75%
A →B 83%
B →A 83%
A →C 83%
C →A 100%
C →B 80%
D →A 75%
D →B 100%

The association rules discovered from a large database
that can be used in the decision-making support process are
said to be sensitive association rules [14].

Definition 3 (sensitive association rules). Let D be a trans-
actional database, 𝑅 be a set of all association rules that are
mined fromD, and Rules

𝐻
be a set of decision support rules

that need to be hidden according to some security policies. A
set of association rules, denoted by 𝑆

𝑅
, is said to be sensitive

if 𝑆
𝑅

⊂ 𝑅 and 𝑆
𝑅
would derive the set Rules

𝐻
. ∼ 𝑆
𝑅
is the set

of nonsensitive association rules such that ∼𝑆
𝑅
∪ 𝑆
𝑅
= 𝑅.

A sensitive association rule 𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
is hidden if 𝛼(𝐼

𝑙
→

𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝜎 or 𝛽(𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝛿. The rule can be hidden by

(i) removing an item 𝐼
𝑖
∈ 𝐼
𝑙
𝐼
𝑟
from some transactions in

order to make 𝛼(𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝜎,

(ii) adding all items 𝐼
𝑖

∈ 𝐼
𝑙
to some transactions until

𝛽(𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝛿, or

(iii) removing an item 𝐼
𝑖
∈ 𝐼
𝑟
from some transactions until

𝛼(𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝜎 or 𝛽(𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝛿.

Themodifications of any item always cause, however, side
effects which are the impacts of data modification on the
quality of association rule mining, including lost rules, ghost
rules, false rules, and accuracy.

(i) Lost rule is a nonsensitive association rule that is
discovered from the original database but cannot be
mined from the released database.

(ii) Ghost rule is a nonsensitive association rule that
cannot be discovered from the original database but
can be mined from the released database.

(iii) False rule is the sensitive association rule that cannot
be hidden by hiding process.

(iv) Accuracy is the ratio of distorted data items to total of
data items in the original database.

The association rule hiding algorithm is better than the
other one if it achieves lower side effects, including lower lost
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rules, ghost rules, false rules, and higher accuracy, and lower
complexity.

The problem of association rule hiding addressed in this
paper can be stated as follows.

Let a transaction databaseD, aminimum support thresh-
old 𝜎, and a minimum support threshold 𝛿 be given. Let us
assume that 𝑅 is a set of association rules mined from D,
whose support and confidence are not less than 𝜎 and 𝛿,
respectively. Suppose that a set of certain association rules
in 𝑅 regarded as being sensitive, denoted by 𝑆

𝑅
, can be

specified.The problem is how to transform D into a released
database D in such a way that all sensitive association rules
in 𝑆
𝑅
are hidden, while nonsensitive association rules can

still be mined from D and the side effects are minimal.
We apply method (iii) to a heuristic association rule

hiding algorithm based on the intersection lattice of frequent
itemsets in order to reduce the side effects.

4. Background

In this section, we recall some concepts in lattice theory that
are applied in the present study. Lattice theory was developed
by George Grätzer [27]. It singles out a special type of order
for details of investigation.Thebasic concepts of lattice theory
that are related to our research are presented as follows.

Let 𝑉 be a nonempty set. A binary relation 𝜃 on 𝑉 is said
to be an order relation if 𝜃 satisfies the properties reflexivity,
antisymmetry, and transitivity, namely,

(1) reflexivity: 𝑎𝜃𝑎,
(2) antisymmetry: 𝑎𝜃𝑏 and 𝑏𝜃𝑎 imply that 𝑎 = 𝑏,
(3) transitivity: 𝑎𝜃𝑏 and 𝑏𝜃𝑐 imply that 𝑎𝜃𝑐.

We usually use ≤ to denote an order and (𝑉; ≤) to denote
an ordered set.

Let (𝑉; ≤) be an ordered set. An element 𝑎 ∈ 𝑃 is an upper
bound of 𝐻 ⊆ 𝑉 if 𝑎 majorizes all ℎ ∈ 𝐻. An upper bound
𝑎 of 𝐻 is the least upper bound of 𝐻 or supremum of 𝐻 if 𝑎
is majorized by all upper bounds of 𝐻. In this case, we will
write 𝑎 = sup𝐻.

The dual concepts of upper bound and least upper bound
are the lower bound and the greatest lower bound, respectively,
which are defined by duality. The greatest lower bound or the
infimum of𝐻 is denoted by inf 𝐻.

Definition 4 (lattice). An ordered set (𝐿; ≤) is said to be a
lattice if for all 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿, inf{𝑎, 𝑏} and sup{𝑎, 𝑏} always exist
and are denoted by 𝑎 ∨ 𝑏 and 𝑎 ∧ 𝑏, respectively.

Definition 5 (semilattice). Let (𝐴; 𝑜) be an algebra with one
binary operation 𝑜. The algebra (𝐴; 𝑜) is a semilattice if 𝑜 is
idempotent, commutative, and associative.

An algebra (𝐿; ∧, ∨) is said to be a lattice if 𝐿 is a nonempty
set, (𝐿; ∧) and (𝐿; ∨) are semilattices, and the two absorption
identities are satisfied. A lattice as algebra and a lattice as an
order are proved “equivalent” concepts [27].

Let 𝑈 be a finite nonempty set. It is obvious that the
power set of 𝑈, denoted by Poset(𝑈), is an ordered set under

the inclusion relation ⊆. It can be verified that (Poset(𝑈); ⊆)

forms a lattice, where sup{𝐴, 𝐵} = 𝐴∪𝐵 and inf{𝐴, 𝐵} = 𝐴∩𝐵.
If 𝐿 ⊆ 𝑈 and (𝐿; ⊆) is a lattice satisfying the properties that
sup{𝐴, 𝐵} = 𝐴∪𝐵 and inf{𝐴, 𝐵} = 𝐴∩𝐵, for all𝐴 and 𝐵, then
(𝐿; ⊆) is called a set lattice. Similarly, if the ordered set (𝐿; ⊆)
is a semilattice under intersection operation “∩” satisfying
inf{𝐴, 𝐵} = 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵, for all 𝐴 and 𝐵 in 𝐿, then (𝐿; ⊆) is said
to be an intersection lattice.

5. The Proposed Approach for Association
Rule Hiding Based on Intersection Lattice

In this section, we specifically introduce the intersection
lattice theory applied in association rule hiding that was basi-
cally presented in [23–25]. Firstly, we analyze the character-
istics of the intersection lattice of frequent itemsets. Then, we
improve heuristics for minimizing the side effects of asso-
ciation rule hiding process. Finally, we propose an efficient
algorithm for hiding a specific set of sensitive association
rules.

5.1. Intersection Lattice of Frequent Itemsets. In this subsec-
tion, we formulate intersection lattice theory for the set of fre-
quent itemsets and prove the applicability of this theory into
association rule hiding. LetD be a given transaction database
on a finite set of items I and let 𝜎 be a givenminimum support
threshold. Consider the lattice (Poset(I); ⊆) and the set 𝑃(𝜎),
denoted by a set of frequent itemsets that are mined from
D and satisfy the given threshold 𝜎; we have the following
statements.

Theorem 6 (intersection lattice of frequent itemset). Let D
be a given transaction database on a finite set of items I and 𝜎

be a given minimum support threshold. Then, (𝑃(𝜎); ⊆) forms
an intersection lattice, denoted by L(D, 𝜎).

Proof. For all 𝑋,𝑌 ∈ 𝑃(𝜎), assume that 𝑍 = 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌; then we
have 𝑍 ⊆ 𝑋. By Lemma 2, we have 𝛼(𝑍) ≥ 𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝜎, so
𝑍 ∈ 𝑃(𝜎). In other words, we have inf{𝑋, 𝑌} = 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌.

On the other hand, the ordered set (𝑃(𝜎); ⊆) is a semilat-
tice under the intersection operator ∩. Indeed, for all 𝑋,𝑌 ∈

𝑃(𝜎), we always have the following.

(i) ∩ is idempotent because 𝑋 ∩ 𝑋 = 𝑋.
(ii) ∩ is commutative. Consider an arbitrary item 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼.

Then by the definition of set intersection, we have 𝑥 ∈

𝑋 ∩ 𝑌

⇔ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 ∧ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑌

⇔ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑌 ∧ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 (by the commutativity of meet
operation)

⇔ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑌 ∩ 𝑋.

Hence, by universal generalization, every itemwhich is in
𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 is also in 𝑌 ∩ 𝑋.

Hence, 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 = 𝑌 ∩ 𝑋.

(iii) ∩ is associative. Similar to (ii), we have (𝑋 ∩ 𝑌) ∩ 𝑍 =

𝑋 ∩ (𝑌 ∩ 𝑍).
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In other words, the ordered set (𝑃(𝜎); ⊆) is a semilattice
under the intersection operation such that for all𝑋,𝑌 ∈ 𝑃(𝜎),
inf(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌. Hence, (𝑃(𝜎); ⊆) is an intersection lattice.

Definition 7 (the generating set). The generating set of
L(D, 𝜎), denoted byG

𝐿
, is the smallest subset of L(D, 𝜎) such

that each element of L(D, 𝜎) can be represented as the (finite)
intersection of some elements of G

𝐿
, namely,

L (D, 𝜎) = {𝑋 | 𝑋 = ⋂

𝑘∈𝑁
∗

𝑋
𝑘
, 𝑋
𝑘
∈ G
𝐿
} . (4)

Definition 7 indicates that each element of L(D, 𝜎) can
be generated by an intersection of a finite number of certain
elements of G

𝐿
.

Lemma 8. For all 𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ∈ G
𝐿
, if 𝑋 ̸=𝑍, 𝑌 ̸=𝑍, and 𝑋 ̸=𝑌,

then 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 ̸=𝑍.

Proof. It can easily be seen that the statement “𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ∈ 𝐺𝐿,
𝑋 ̸=𝑍, 𝑌 ̸=𝑍, and 𝑋 ̸=𝑌 then 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 ̸=𝑍” is an immediate
consequence of Definition 7. Since in the opposite case, 𝑍 =

𝑋 ∩ 𝑌, then G
𝐿

\ {𝑍} is obviously also a generating set
of L(D, 𝜎). This means that 𝑍 ∉ G

𝐿
, a contradiction.

Theorem 9. For every L(D, 𝜎), the set G
𝐿
is unique.

Proof. It is obvious that if 𝑃(𝜎) = 0, then G
𝐿

= 0. Since
𝑃(𝜎) ̸= 0, to hold Theorem 9, we have to prove two affirma-
tions as follows.

(i) L(D, 𝜎) always contains a G
𝐿
. For all 𝑋 ∈ 𝑃(𝜎), we

have for all 𝑋 ∈ Poset(𝑋), 𝑋 ∈ 𝑃(𝜎) (Lemma 2).
By Definition 7, for all 𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎), there is a finite
number of itemsets 𝑌

𝑘
∈ G
𝐿
such that

𝑋 = ⋂

𝑘∈𝑁
∗

𝑌
𝑘
. (5)

If 𝑘 = 1, then 𝑋 = 𝑌
𝑘
; thus, we imply that𝑋 ∈ G

𝐿
. By

Lemma 8, if 𝑘 ≥ 2, then 𝑋 ∉ G
𝐿
and 𝑋 is generated

by an intersection of itemsets 𝑌
𝑘

∈ G
𝐿
. Hence, by

universal generalization, for any itemset𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎),
there is a set G

𝐿
such that either G

𝐿
contains𝑋 or G

𝐿

contains a finite set of itemsets which can generate 𝑋

by taking an intersection of those itemsets. In other
words, G

𝐿
always exists for every intersection lattice

L(D, 𝜎).
(ii) G

𝐿
is unique in L(D, 𝜎). Assume that G

𝐿
is the other

generating set of L(D, 𝜎). We show that G
𝐿

= G
𝐿
.

First, we prove that G
𝐿

⊆ G
𝐿
. Indeed, take any 𝑋 ∈

G
𝐿
, by the definition of G

𝐿
,

𝑋 = ⋂

ℎ∈𝑁
∗

𝑌



ℎ
, (6)

for some sets 𝑌
ℎ
∈ G
𝐿
, which implies that 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌



ℎ
. By

Lemma 8, if 𝑋 ̸=𝑌



ℎ
, then 𝑌



ℎ
∉ G
𝐿
.

On the other hand, we have

𝑌



ℎ
= ⋂

𝑗∈𝑁
∗

𝑋



𝑗
, (7)

by the definition ofG
𝐿
. Consequently, we obtain the inclusion

𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌



ℎ
= ⋂

𝑗∈𝑁
∗

𝑋



𝑗
. (8)

By Lemma 8, we infer that the set of indexes 𝑁∗ is single
and, therefore, 𝑋 = 𝑌



ℎ
; therefore, 𝑋 ∈ G

𝐿
, which shows that

G
𝐿
⊆ G
𝐿
.

Similarly, we also have G
𝐿

⊆ G
𝐿
. In other words, G

𝐿
=

G
𝐿
.

Theorem 10. The set G
𝐿
is calculated as follows:

G
𝐿
= {𝑋 ∈ L (D, 𝜎) | 𝑑 (𝑋) ≤ 1} ,

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑑 (𝑋) = |{𝑌 ∈ L (D, 𝜎) | 𝑋 ⊂ 𝑌}| .

(9)

Proof. Let 𝑋 be an itemset in L(D, 𝜎). Assume that 𝑋 ∈ G
𝐿

and 𝑑(𝑋) ≥ 2. Then, 𝑋 can be generated by the intersection
of some itemsets in G

𝐿
, namely,

𝑋 = ⋂

𝑘∈𝑁
∗
,𝑘≥2

𝑉
𝑘
, where each 𝑉

𝑘
∈ G
𝐿
. (10)

By Lemma 8, 𝑋 ∉ G
𝐿
. This contradicts the assumption

𝑋 ∈ G
𝐿
. Therefore, if 𝑋 ∈ G

𝐿
, then 𝑑(𝑋) ≤ 1.

Example 11. Let a transaction databaseD be given as Table 1
and L(D, 𝜎) be computed as Table 2. The set G

𝐿
can be

computed by applying (9), namely, G
𝐿

= {𝐴𝐵𝐶,𝐴𝐵𝐷,

𝐴𝐶, 𝐵𝐶, 𝐴𝐷, 𝐵𝐷}.

Definition 12 (set of maximal elements). An element 𝑌 of
L(D, 𝜎) is said to be amaximal element, if for all𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎)

and𝑌 ⊆ 𝑋; then𝑌 = 𝑋. A set ofmaximal elements ofL(D, 𝜎)

is denoted by MAX(L(D, 𝜎)).

Lemma 13 (the maximal set in the intersection lattice and
generating set). Given an intersection lattice L(D, 𝜎), then
MAX(GL) = MAX(L(D, 𝜎)).

Proof. Assuming that 𝑋 ∈ MAX(G
𝐿
), then 𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎). Let

𝑌 ∈ L(D, 𝜎); then

𝑌 = ⋂

𝑘∈𝑁
∗

𝑉
𝑘
, where each 𝑉

𝑘
∈ G
𝐿
. (11)

Assuming that𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌, we have𝑋 ⊆ 𝑉
𝑘
, where 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁

∗. By
Definition 12, 𝑋 = 𝑉

𝑘
, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁

∗; hence, 𝑋 = 𝑌. Therefore, 𝑋 ∈

MAX(L(D, 𝜎)). In other words, MAX(G
𝐿
) ⊆ MAX(L(D, 𝜎))

(∗).
Conversely, assuming that 𝑋 ∈ MAX(L(D, 𝜎)), then

𝑌 = ⋂

𝑖∈𝑁
∗

𝑆
𝑖
, where each 𝑆

𝑖
∈ G
𝐿
. (12)

Assuming that 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌, we have 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑆
𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

∗. By
Definition 12, 𝑋 = 𝑆

𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

∗. Thus, since 𝑆
𝑖
∈ G
𝐿
, we have
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𝑋 ∈ G
𝐿
. Then, we imply that𝑋 ∈ MAX(G

𝐿
). In other words,

MAX(L(D, 𝜎)) ⊆ MAX(G
𝐿
) (∗∗).

By (∗) and (∗∗), we imply that MAX(G
𝐿
) = MAX

(L(D, 𝜎)).

Definition 14 (coatom). Each item of L(D, 𝜎) is called an
atom and each element of the set MAX(L(D, 𝜎)) is called a
coatom of L(D, 𝜎). A set of all coatoms of L(D, 𝜎) is denoted
by C
𝐿
.

By Lemma 13 andDefinition 14, we can infer the property
of C
𝐿
as follows.

Lemma 15 (characteristics of coatom in the intersection
lattice). For every intersection lattice L(D, 𝜎), one always has
C
𝐿
= MAX (G

𝐿
)

The set C
𝐿
of L(D, 𝜎) can be calculated by applying

Theorem 10 to find G
𝐿
and then find the maximal itemsets

of the set C
𝐿
.

Lemma 16. For each itemset 𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎), Poset(𝑋) forms a
lattice and Poset(𝑋)\{𝑋} has a generating set, denoted byG

𝑋
,

including itemsets in MAX(Poset(𝑋) \ {𝑋}).

Proof. By Lemma 2, if 𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎) and 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑋, then
𝑌 ∈ L(D, 𝜎). It is obvious that (Poset(𝑋); ⊆) is a lattice and
MAX(Poset(𝑋) \ {𝑋}) = {𝑋 \ {𝐼

𝑘
} | 𝐼
𝑘
is an item of 𝑋}.

Moreover, for item 𝐼
𝑘

∈ 𝑋, 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . |𝑋|, every itemset
formed by 𝑋 \ {𝐼

𝑘
} lacks only one item, so it has a unique

containing itemset in Poset(𝑋) and it has no containing
itemset in Poset(𝑋) \ {𝑋}. All remaining subsets in Poset(𝑋)

lack more than one item, so they have at least two containing
itemsets in Poset(𝑋) \ {𝑋}. By Definition 7, G

𝑋
includes

itemsets in MAX(Poset(𝑋) \ {𝑋}).

For example, itemset 𝐴𝐵𝐸 forms a lattice and G
𝐴𝐵𝐸

=

{𝐴𝐵, 𝐴𝐸, 𝐵𝐸}.

Lemma 17. If every itemset of C
𝐿
is not hidden, then no

itemset in L(D, 𝜎) is hidden.

Proof. By Lemma 15, we have for all 𝑋 ∈ L(D, 𝜎)∃ 𝑌 ∈ C
𝐿

such that𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌, so 𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝛼(𝑌) (Lemma 2). Since 𝛼(𝑌) ≥ 𝜎,
we have 𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝜎.

In order to hide a sensitive association rule, this study
focuses on decreasing support and confidence of the rule by
removing an item belonging to its right-hand side. However,
the modification of an item always affects some itemsets in
L(D, 𝜎). By (2) and (3), when the support of an itemset is
reduced by modifying some items, the support and confi-
dence of association rules that contain these items will be
changed. This may lead those rules to be hidden. Moreover,
when an itemset is hidden, all association rules generated
from this itemset are also hidden. If the hidden rules are not
sensitive rules, then they are lost rules. The efficient method
that allows the reduction of lost rules restricts itemsets in
L(D, 𝜎) from being hidden.

By Definition 7, each itemset of intersection lattice L
(D, 𝜎) can be created by an intersection of some itemsets in
G
𝐿
. Lemma 17 indicates that all itemsets in L(D, 𝜎) are still

frequent if every itemset in C
𝐿
is maintained. The generating

setG
𝐿
and coatom setC

𝐿
therefore need to be protected from

the hiding process in order to maintain L(D, 𝜎). It is possible
to propose a heuristic that hides sensitive association rules
with lower side effects based on G

𝐿
and C

𝐿
maintenance.

5.2. The Heuristics for Minimizing Side Effects of Association
Rule Hiding Algorithm. In this research, we apply method
(iii) to hide the rule 𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
by removing an itembelonging to

𝐼
𝑟
from some transactions that support the rule until 𝛼(𝐼

𝑙
→

𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝜎 or 𝛽(𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
) < 𝛿. The impacts of the hiding process

on L(D, 𝜎) depend on the item and transactions selection for
the data modifications [24]. This study proposes an efficient
improvement of the intersection lattice approach [23–25]
based on two heuristics for minimizing the side effects of
association rule hiding process. In this study, we prove the
correctness and efficiency of the heuristic for specifying
victim item that was presented in [23, 24] and propose an
improvement heuristic for specifying transactions [25].These
heuristics are presented as follows.

Heuristic 1 (specifying victim item for data modifications).
For each item 𝐼

𝑖
∈ 𝐼
𝑟
, modifying 𝐼

𝑖
affects support of |𝑋| − 1

itemsets in G
𝑋
, where 𝑋 ∈ C

𝐿
. It is obvious that the itemset

which has the smallest support in G
𝑋
is the easiest to be

hidden.This heuristic aims to protect those itemsets in order
to restrict the impacts of the hiding process toL(D, 𝜎). Firstly,
it identifies itemsets 𝑌 ∈ G

𝑋
, where 𝑋 ∈ C

𝐿
and 𝐼
𝑙
𝐼
𝑟
⊆ 𝑋,

which are the most vulnerable to the modification of each
item in 𝐼

𝑟
.

Definition 18 (victim candidate). The victim candidate for
hiding a sensitive rule 𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
, denoted by Mmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋), is

a set of tuples, where each tuple contains four values: 𝐼
𝑖
∈ 𝐼
𝑟
,

itemset 𝑋 ∈ C
𝐿
such that 𝐼

𝑙
𝐼
𝑟
⊆ 𝑋, itemset 𝑌 ∈ G

𝑋
such that

𝐼
𝑖
⊆ 𝑌 and 𝑌 has minimum support in G

𝑋
, and 𝛼(𝑌). It is

computed as follows:

Mmin (𝐼
𝑖
, 𝑋) = {(𝐼

𝑖
, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜆) | 𝜆

= min {𝛼 (𝑌) | 𝐼
𝑖
⊆ 𝐼
𝑟
∩ 𝑌,

𝑌 ∈ G
𝑋
, 𝐼
𝑙
𝐼
𝑟
⊆ 𝑋,𝑋 ∈ C

𝐿
}} .

(13)

In order to maintain the set G
𝐿
and C

𝐿
, the modification

is required with item in the same tuple with the itemsets that
havemaximum support among elements ofMmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋). Such
an item is said to be the victim item and is defined as follows.

Definition 19 (victim item). The victim item for hiding the
sensitive rule 𝐼

𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
, denoted by 𝐼victim, is an item needed

to be modified in order to hide the rule such that the
modification causes the lowest impacts on L(D, 𝜎), and it is
computed as follows:

Mmaxmin (𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
)

= {(𝐼victim , 𝑋, 𝑍, 𝜇) | 𝜇

= max {𝜆 | (𝐼
𝑖
, 𝑋, 𝑍, 𝜆) ∈ Mmin (𝐼

𝑖
, 𝑋)}} .

(14)
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Function Mmaxmin(𝐼𝑙 → 𝐼
𝑟
) shows that the item 𝐼victim

needs to be removed from transactions that support the rule
𝐼
𝑙
→ 𝐼
𝑟
. If there are more than two tuples in Mmaxmin(𝐼𝑙 →

𝐼
𝑟
), then the victim item is selected randomly from those

tuples.

Theorem 20. Equation (14) always returns a victim item for
association rule hiding.

Proof. By Lemmas 13 and 15, for every rule 𝐼
𝑙

→ 𝐼
𝑟
, there

is an itemset 𝑋 ∈ C
𝐿
such that 𝐼

𝑙
𝐼
𝑟

⊆ 𝑋. Let 𝑍 ∈ G
𝑋
,

by Lemma 16, |𝑍| = |𝑋| − 1. In addition, |𝐼
𝑟
| ≤ |𝐼

𝑙
𝐼
𝑟
| − 1

so that |𝐼
𝑟
| ≤ |𝑍|; therefore, there are |𝑋| − 1 itemsets

𝑌 ∈ G
𝑋
such that 𝐼

𝑖
⊆ (𝐼
𝑟
∩ 𝑌). This indicates that the

set Mmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋) can always be specified. Obviously, we can
find a tuple (𝐼victim , 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜇) where 𝜇 = max{𝛼(𝑌) | 𝑌 ∈

Mmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋)}. In other words, the functionMmaxmin(𝐼𝑙 → 𝐼
𝑟
)

always returns the victim item 𝐼victim.

Theorem 21. Modifying the victim item returned by (14)
causes minimal impacts on the intersection lattice of frequent
itemsets.

Proof. According to (13), the setMmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋) contains all items
𝐼
𝑖
∈ 𝐼
𝑟
and itemset in G

𝐿
which is the most vulnerable to

the modification of item 𝐼
𝑖
. Obviously, modifying an item

which is contained in the same tuple with the itemset that
has maximum support in Mmin(𝐼𝑖, 𝑋) produces the lowest
impacts on G

𝐿
. Consequently, modifying 𝐼victim returned by

(14) causes minimal impacts on L(D, 𝜎).

Heuristic 2 (specifying transaction for data modifications).
Assuming that both nonsensitive association rules 𝑋 → 𝑌

and sensitive association rules 𝐼
𝑙

→ 𝐼
𝑟
are supported by

transaction 𝑡, the rule𝑋 → 𝑌 is still strong if𝛼(𝑋 → 𝑌) ≥ 𝜎

and𝛽(𝑋 → 𝑌) ≥ 𝛿. Let a positive integer 𝑘 be assigned as the
number of transactions required to be modified. To maintain
the nonsensitive rule 𝑋 → 𝑌, 𝑘 must satisfy the conditions
𝛼(𝑋 → 𝑌) − 𝑘 ≥ 𝜎 and (𝛼(𝑋 → 𝑌) − 𝑘)/𝛼(𝑋) ≥ 𝛿.

Thus, we have 𝑘 ≤ 𝛼(𝑋 → 𝑌) − 𝜎 and 𝑘 ≤ 𝛼(𝑋 →

𝑌) − [𝛼(𝑋)

∗
𝛿].

Themaximal number of transactions that can bemodified
without hiding the nonsensitive association rules 𝑋 → 𝑌 is

𝑁(𝑋 → 𝑌)

= min {𝛼 (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌) − 𝜎, 𝛼 (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌) − [𝛼(𝑋)

∗
𝛿]} .

(15)

Transaction 𝑡 is safe to the hiding process if no nonsen-
sitive rule supported by 𝑡 is hidden. We formulate the safety
degree of transaction 𝑡, denoted by SD(𝑡), as follows:

SD (𝑡)

= min {𝑁 (𝑋 → 𝑌) | 𝑋 → 𝑌 ∈ 𝑅 \ 𝑆
𝑅
∧ 𝐼
𝑟
∩ 𝑌

̸= 0 ∧ 𝑋𝑌 ⊆ 𝑡} .

(16)

Accordingly, no nonsensitive rule supported by 𝑡 is
hidden if SD(𝑡) is above zero. In other words, we need
to maintain SD(𝑡) during the hiding process in order to
restrict the nonsensitive rules from being hidden. As a result,

transaction that has high safety degree should be modified
first.

Let 𝑛 trans be the minimum number of transactions that
need to bemodified in order to hide the sensitive rule 𝑟.Then,
𝑛 trans can be computed as follows:

𝑛 trans = min {𝛼 (𝑟) − 𝜎 + 1, 𝛼 (𝑟) − ⌈𝛼(𝑙
𝑟
)

∗

𝛿⌉ + 1} , (17)

where 𝑙
𝑟
is left hand side of 𝑟.

Let 𝑇
𝑟
be a set of transactions that supports the rule 𝑟.

Let 𝑅
𝑡
be a set of nonsensitive association rules supported

by transaction 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
𝑟
, namely, 𝑅

𝑡
= {𝑋 → 𝑌 ∈ 𝑅 \

𝑆
𝑅

| 𝑋𝑌 ⊆ 𝑡}. It is obvious that removing victim item from
the transaction 𝑡 that supports the lowest |𝑅

𝑡
| and greatest

|𝑆
𝑅
| and SD(𝑡) causes the lowest impacts on L(D, 𝜎) and

nonsensitive association rules.
For each transaction 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

𝑟
, a weight 𝑤(𝑡) was assigned

to measure ability of removing victim item from 𝑡 so as to
hide the sensitive rule 𝑟, but the modification causes the least
impact on 𝑅

𝑡
:

𝑤 (𝑡) =

{
{

{
{

{

∞ if 𝑅
𝑡
= 𝜙,






𝑆
𝑅






∗SD (𝑡)






𝑅
𝑡






if 𝑅
𝑡

̸= 𝜙.

(18)

Since transaction 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
𝑟
does not support any non-

sensitive association rule corresponding with 𝑟, 𝑤(𝑡) will be
assigned maximal value, because modifying such transaction
𝑡 does not affect any nonsensitive rule. As a result, modifying
the high-weight transaction contributes to restricting the lost
rules.

5.3. The Proposed Algorithm. Based on the heuristics that
are presented in Section 5.2, we propose a new algorithm,
denoted by AARHIL (algorithm of association rule hiding
based on intersection lattice), that includes two steps as
follows.
Step 1 (initiation). AARHIL computesG

𝐿
andC

𝐿
of the inter-

section lattice of frequent itemsets L(D, 𝜎) usingTheorem 10
and Lemma 15, respectively.
Step 2 (hiding process). AARHIL executes three sub-steps for
each sensitive association rule 𝑟.
Step 2.1. AARHIL specifies a set of transactions, denoted
by 𝑇
𝑟
, that fully support the sensitive rule 𝑟. The algorithm

computes the weight of each transaction in 𝑇
𝑟
using (16) and

(18). Then, it sorts 𝑇
𝑟
in descending order of weight.

Step 2.2. AARHIL specifies victim item using (13) and (14).
Step 2.3. The victim item will be changed when support of
itemset in the same tuple with 𝐼victim less than

max {𝛼 (𝑌) | (𝐼
𝑖
, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜆) ∈ Mmin (𝐼

𝑖
, 𝑋) ,

𝛼 (𝑌) ̸= 𝛼 (𝑍) , 𝑋 ∈ C
𝐿
} .

(19)
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Input: Original databaseD, thresholds 𝜎 and 𝛿, L (D, 𝜎), association rules 𝑅 and sensitive
association rules 𝑆

𝑅
, .

Output: Released databaseD.
Method:
(1) For each 𝑋 ⊆ L (D, 𝜎) Do
(2) Calculate 𝑑(𝑋) = |{𝑌 ∈ L (D, 𝜎) | 𝑋 ⊂ 𝑌}|;
(3) G

𝐿
= {𝑋 ∈ L (D, 𝜎) | 𝑑 (𝑋) ≤ 1};

(4) C
𝐿
= MAX(G

𝐿
);

(5) For each rule 𝑟 ∈ 𝑆
𝑅

(6) Compute 𝑇
𝑟
;

(7) For each transaction 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
𝑟
, compute 𝑤(𝑡);

(8) Sort 𝑇
𝑟
in descending order of 𝑤(𝑡);

(9) n trans = min {𝛼 (𝑟) − 𝜎 + 1, 𝛼 (𝑟) − ⌈𝛼 (l
𝑟
) ∗ 𝛿⌉ + 1};

(10) While n trans > 0
(11) Specify victim item Ivictim:Mmaxmin (𝑟) = (Ivictim , 𝑋, 𝑍, 𝜇);
(12) k trans = 𝛼 (𝑍) −max {𝛼 (𝑌) | (I

𝑖
, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜆) ∈ Mmin (I

𝑖
, 𝑋) , 𝛼 (𝑌) ̸= 𝛼 (𝑍) , 𝑋 ∈ C

𝐿
} + 1;

(13) Remove Ivictim from first max {min {𝑘 trans, 𝑛 trans}, 1} transactions in 𝑇
𝑟
;

(14) Remove first max {min {𝑘 trans, 𝑛 trans} , 1} transactions from 𝑇
𝑟
;

(15) n trans = n trans −max {min {𝑘 trans, 𝑛 trans} , 1};
(16) Update L (D, 𝜎), 𝛼 (𝑟), 𝛽 (𝑟), G

𝐿
 , C
𝐿
 ;

(17) End
(18) End

Algorithm 1: The AARHIL algorithm.

Thus, to save the time needed for updating 𝐿(D, 𝜎), 𝛼(𝑟),
𝛽(𝑟), 𝐺

𝐿
 , 𝐶
𝐿
 , the victim item needs to be updated from

𝑘 trans transactions in 𝑇
𝑟
, where

𝑘 trans = 𝛼 (𝑍) −max {𝛼 (𝑌) | (𝐼
𝑖
, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜆) ∈ Mmin (𝐼

𝑖
, 𝑋) ,

𝛼 (𝑌) ̸= 𝛼 (𝑍) , 𝑋 ∈ C
𝐿
} + 1.

(20)

Next, AARHIL updates itemsets in L(D, 𝜎), G
𝐿
, and C

𝐿
.

Since the victim item 𝐼victim is removed from transaction
𝑡, the support of every itemset that is supported by 𝑡 and
contains 𝐼victim is decreased one unit. The intersection lattice
L(D, 𝜎) can be updated by removing all itemsets that have
support less than 𝜎 from L(D, 𝜎). The generating set of
L(D, 𝜎), denoted by G

𝐿
 , can be updated as follows.

For each itemset 𝑋 ∈ G
𝐿
such that 𝛼(𝑋) < 𝜎,

G
𝐿
 = G
𝐿
\ {𝑋} ∪ {𝑌 | 𝑌 ∈ G

𝑋
,

𝑌 ̸= ⋂

𝑘∈𝑁
∗
, 𝑘≥2

𝑍
𝑘
, 𝑍
𝑘
∈ G
𝐿
\ {𝑋}} .

(21)

Then, C
𝐿
 of L(D, 𝜎) is updated by taking the maximal

itemsets of G
𝐿
 : C
𝐿
 = MAX(G

𝐿
).

AARHIL then computes 𝛼(𝑟) and 𝛽(𝑟). The algorithm
repeats this step until 𝛼(𝑟) < 𝜎 or 𝛽(𝑟) < 𝛿.

The details of AARHIL algorithm are presented in
Algorithm 1.

The correctness of AARHIL was proved by Theorem 20.
Moreover, byTheorem 21 and the second heuristic, AARHIL
hides a set of sensitive association rules with the lowest lost

rules while maintaining a high accuracy. The complexity of
AARHIL is computed inTheorem 22.

Theorem 22. Computational complexity of algorithm AAR-
HIL is 𝑂(𝑘

2

𝐹
+ 𝑛 + 𝑛

𝑟
log 𝑛
𝑟
+ 𝑘

2

tmax ), where 𝑘𝐹 is the number
of frequent itemsets, 𝑘 tmax is the largest transaction, 𝑛

𝑟
is the

greatest number of transactions supporting the sensitive rule,
and 𝑛 is the size of database (total number of transactions).

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to measure the efficiency of proposed model, we
compared our algorithm with MaxMin2 [9], WSDA [22], the
algorithm proposed by Jain [15], denoted by JA (Jain Algo-
rithm), andHCSRIL proposed byHai et al. [24].Moustakides
and Verykios [9] showed that MaxMin2 is a more efficient
method compared with the previous border-based approach
[8], which has achieved better results compared with the
heuristicAlgorithm2(b) in [13].TheWSDAalgorithmapplies
heuristic to select the appropriate transactions for modifying
an item on the right-hand side of the sensitive rules. The
experimental results have indicated that WSDA is more
efficient compared with Algorithm 1(b) in [13]. Jain at al.
[15] proposed the new algorithm (JA) that overcomes ISL
and DSR algorithms [28]. The HCSRIL algorithm applied
heuristic on victim item selection based on intersection
lattice theory.

The experiment was run onWindows 7 operating system
with a Pentium Core i5 and 4GB of RAM. Our experiments
were executed using theRetail.dat dataset, whichwas donated
by Brijs [29]. This dataset contains the retail market basket
data from an anonymous Belgian retail store. It contains
88,162 transactions on 16,469 items. In order to examine
the performance of the proposed algorithm compared with
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Table 4: Configuration of datasets and number of association rules satisfy 𝜎 = 1% and 𝛿 = 10%.

Number of transactions Number of items Largest transaction Number of association rules
30 k 12,142 75 340
40 k 13,462 75 316
50 k 14,413 75 256
60 k 14,997 75 239
70 k 15,780 77 238
80 k 16,014 77 236
88.162 k 16,469 77 236
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Figure 1: Lost rules comparison.

the previous works, we started the experiments with 30,000
transactions of dataset on 12,142 corresponding items and
then extended the dataset up to the maximum. The config-
urations of datasets are presented in Table 4.

We selected two sensitive association rules for the exper-
iments. The performances of these algorithms are illustrated
in the following figures.

Figure 1 shows that AARHIL algorithm produced the
lowest lost rules in every dataset. In other words, AARHIL
achieved the best results in minimizing the lost rules com-
pared with HCSRIL, WSDA, JA, and MaxMin2 algorithms.
By applying the support reduction method (i), MaxMin2
produced many lost rules. JA combines methods (ii) and
(iii), but it does not apply a heuristic to select victim items
and transactions.Thus, it producedmore lost rules compared
with WSDA, which applied a heuristic to select transactions
for data modification. AARHIL applies two heuristics to
select appropriate victim items and transactions for data
modification using the combination of methods (i) and (iii).
Moreover, AARHIL applies a heuristic to compute weight of
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Figure 2: Ghost rules comparison.

transactions and sort them before modifying, so it attained
the lower lost rules compared with HCSRIL.

Figure 2 indicates that these algorithms produce very
few ghost rules. The AARHIL, HCSRIL, WSDA, and JA
algorithms did not create ghost rules, whereas the number of
ghost rules created by MaxMin2 is more than 0.4 percent.

There was no false rule produced by these algorithms
when dealing with the selected sensitive association rules for
every case of dataset.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of these algorithms on
the aspect of accuracy of released dataset. With two rules
for hiding being selected, the accuracy of released dataset
was very high. This means the hiding process caused a few
changes in the released dataset compared with the original
dataset. Moreover, by modifying the same number of data
items, AARHIL and HCSRIL algorithms achieved the same
accuracy, but this accuracy is highest compared to other
algorithms in every dataset.

The execution times for these algorithms are shown in
Figure 4. These algorithms required only 2000 seconds for
running 88,162 transactions of 16,469 items, whereas the
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Table 5: Average side effect and CPU-Time produced by AARHIL, WSDA, and MaxMin2.

Algorithm Lost rule (%) False rule (%) Ghost rule (%) Accuracy (%) CPU-Time (s)

AARHIL 4.20 0 0 99.74 55

HCSRIL 11.09 0 0 99.74 228

WSDA 19.18 0 0 99.59 692

JA 24.48 0 0 99.40 191

MaxMin2 32.37 0 0.38 99.35 1219
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Figure 3: Accuracy comparison.

MaxMin2 algorithm required more times compared with the
others. The difference between execution times of HCSRIL
and JA algorithms is not significant. By reducing the time
to access database and the time to compute G

𝐿
, AARHIL

achieved lowest CPU-Time.
Table 5 shows the performance of these algorithms in

the average case. Accordingly, AARHIL achieved the best
results in the side effects minimization. On average, AARHIL
achieved 4% lost rule compared with 11% of HCSRIL, 19%
of WSDA, 24% of JA, and 32% of MaxMin2. These algo-
rithms attained the same performance in the remaining side
effects, whereas MaxMin2 produced 0.38 percent of ghost
rules. Moreover, AARHIL achieved the lowest CPU-Time
compared with the others.

In summary, the results show that the AARHIL algorithm
outperforms the HCSRIL, JA, MaxMin2, and WSDA in
minimizing the side effects and computational complexity.
Hence, this algorithm is suitable for application in the real
world.
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Figure 4: Required execution time.

7. Conclusion

This study introduced in detail the theories of intersection
lattice of frequent itemsets, denoted byL(D, 𝜎), and proposed
an improvement to minimize size effects and complexity of
intersection lattice-based approach. In order tominimize side
effects, twoheuristics are formulated relying on the properties
of the generating set G

𝐿
of L(D, 𝜎). The first heuristic aims

at specifying the victim item for data distortions such that
the modification causes the least impacts on L(D, 𝜎). The
improvement is applied in the second heuristic that computes
the weight to each transaction relying on their safety degree,
the number of sensitive rules, and the number of nonsensitive
association rules contained by that transaction. Removing
the victim item from the minimum number of specified
transactions that have the highest weight contributes to
achieving the lowest lost rules and highest accuracy and to
restricting ghost rules. The experimental results showed that
the proposed algorithm, AARHIL, achieved minimum side
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effects and CPU-Time compared with HCSRIL, MaxMin2,
WSDA, and JA algorithms in the context of hiding a specified
set of sensitive association rules.
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